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FINDING DISCONTINUITIES FROM TOMOGRAPHIC DATA

A. G. RAMM

(Communicated by James G. Glimm)

Abstract. A method for derivation of inversion formulas for the Radon trans-

form of f{x) is given. This method allows one to construct functions i//(x)

which are easy to compute and which have the same wave fronts as f(x). This,

in turn, allows one to calculate the singular support 5 of f(x) by computing

y/{x) given tomographic data. A simple geometrical relation between the sin-

gular supports of / and /, its Radon transform, is formulated (the duality

law).

I. Introduction

Let f(x) be a piecewise-smooth function of the form

j

f(x) = Y,XDj(xWx),
j=l

where O(x) £ C,?(R"), Xd, = \    ' J '    F>,  is a connected bounded
[0,    x&Dj,

domain in R", Sj := dDj is its boundary, which is a union of finitely many

smooth hypersurfaces, D¡ n D¡ = 0 for j / ' ■

Let f(a, p) := ¡(   f(x) ds be the Radon transform of f(x), iap = {x :

a-x = p}, a-x is the dot product in R" , p £ R1, a £ S"~x, S"~x is the unit

sphere in R", ds is the Euclidean measure on the plane £ap. The function

f(a, p) is the tomographic data (if n = 2 ).

The objectives of this paper are:
( 1 ) to give a simple derivation of the inversion formulas which allow one to

calculate f(x) given f(a, p) ; this derivation uses a special distribution and

the derivation makes it clear when one gets local inversion formulas; although

there are many derivations of the inversion formulas for the Radon transform

(see [l]-[2]), the one given here is based on a new idea and is shorter and more

direct than the known ones;
(2) to give a derivation of a local inversion formula which yields a function

y/ with the same wave front WFy/ as WFf(x), but is easy to compute;
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(3) to apply the result for finding the singular support of f(x) given /(a, p) ;

in particular, to justify local tomography [3] as a particular (and the simplest)

case of our formula (15): the local tomography in the sense [3] one gets from

(15) if g(a) = 1. The function g in (15) is an arbitrary function which

satisfies conditions (13) (see formula (13) below). The freedom in the choice
of this function can be used for improving the noise stability of the method for

finding discontinuity surfaces of f(x) which is based on formula (15) (see [17]).

By the singular support of f(x), singsupp/, we mean the complement to the

largest open set U of points x such that the restriction of / to a neighborhood

of x is an infinitely differentiable function; and

(4) to formulate the duality law, a simple geometrical relation between sin-

gular supports of / and /.
In section II the inversion formula is derived. In section III a family of

functions y/ is constructed, WF(ip) = WF(f), and in section IV applications

are discussed. In section V an elementary derivation of a result concerning

wave fronts is given, and in section VI the duality law is formulated. This

paper is based on the previous work [4-10], but can be read independently.

Related works are [15], [16], [18-22]. In the monograph [22] the new methods

for finding discontinuities from tomographic data are developed systematically.

II. Inversion formula

It is well known and easy to check that

(1) /_°° f(a,p)exp(iXp)dp = M)-^f,    X£R+,    \Ç\:=X,    <*:=|r,

(2) f(Xa):=     f(x)exp(iXa-x)dx,      / := /   ,

(3) f(x) = -^— i     da H dXX"-xf(Xa) exp(-iXa ■ x),
(271)" Js„-, Jo

(A) f(-a,-p) = f(a,p),

(5) /    dXX" exp(iXo) = in+xn\o-"-x + (-i)nnô^(o) = in+xn\(o + i0)-n~x.
Jo

Here ô(o) is the delta-function. Formula (5) can be found in [12] and can be

easily derived by differentiation with respect to o (in the sense of distributions)

of the elementary formula J0°° exp(iXa)dX = i(o + i0)~x = io~x + nô(a). To

derive the inversion formula (following [4]), substitute (1) in (3), change the

order of integration (which is possible in the sense of distributions), and get:

•A*) = TT^TT /      da /     dPf(a> P) /     dU"~l exp{/A(p -a-x)}
(2n)n JSn-\      y_00 Jo

(6) =7^vt/     dardpf(a,p)-
(2n)n Jgn-x      y.oo

• \in(n- l)\(p - a - x)~n + (-i)"-x7iô{"-x\p - a - x)j .
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Formula (6) yields the desired inversion formula.  For instance, consider the

case n = 3. Using (4) one concludes

(7) / da H dpf(a ,p)(p-a- x)"3 = 0,
JS2 J-oo

and

(8) "(^ [ da T dpf(a,p)SV(p-a.x) = £J da^rti
}-ny Js2      J-oo 87r  Js2[2i dp2

Thus

(9) f(x) = --¿-2      dafpp(a,a-x),     fpp :=
ot   Js2

-Ell
dp2'

This is the well-known inversion formula for f(a, p) in R3. Consider now the

case n = 2 . Then (4) yields

(10) / da [    dpf(a,p)3'(p-a-x) = 0
Js1 J-oo

and

where the distribution {p_xa.x)i is defined in [12], formula (7), Ch. 1, §3:

r°«x=r«*)+«-x)-imiXt ceci
J-oo    x Jo X

Formula (11) is a known inversion formula in R2. If one integrates by parts in

(11), one gets:

dp },     „x .    df(a, p)
(12)    /(x) = --J_ / da H fp<a,p)-ÈL-,     fp(a,p):=

\ln)   Js<       J-oo p-a-x dp

where the integral inside is the principal value integral. If n = 2m, m -

1,2,... , the functional S(2m~X)(p-a-x) annihilates f(a, p) due to condition

(4). If n = 2m+l, m= 1,2,... , the functional (p-a-x)_(2m+1' annihilates

f(a, p) due to condition (4). Thus, for n even or odd, formula (6) yields an

inversion formula for f(a, p).

III. Local tomography formulas

Multiply (1) by j2^yi^n~x+7g(a) exp(-iXa - x), where y > 0 is an integer,

(13) g(a)£Cc°(S"-x),     g(a) = g(-a),     0 < cx < g (a) < c2 < oo,
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and integrate over (0, oo) with respect to (wrt) X and over S" xwrt a to get:

(14)

y/(x) : = -^— [     da H dXX"~x+y exp(-iXa - x)f(Xa)g(a)
(2n)n JSn-,      Jo

1      f f°° f°°
= rT^ dag(a)        dpf(a,p)       dXX"~x+yexp{iX(p - a -x)}

(2n)n JSn-, J_00 Jo

1      Í f°°
= Tü^n~ dag(a)        dpf(a,p)

(2n)n JSn-, J^œ

[in+y(y + n)\(p - a ■ x)-"-y + (-i)"-x+ynSin-x+y)(p -a-x)  .

The basic idea of our derivation is very simple: if n + y is an odd integer, then

the distribution (p-a-x)~n~y annihilates f(a,p) and formula (14) yields a

"local tomography'" inversion formula:

, a     nin~l+y  Í      .    , ,dn~x+yf(a, p).
(15) y/(x) = —=—^— /      dag(a)-—  , \D-a-x-

This formula is our basic result, which gives the basis for local tomography.

Take, for example, n = 2, y = 1 . Then ( 15) yields:

(16) V(x) = — I   dag(a)fpp(a,a-x),     n = 2.

By definition (14), ip(x) = 3r~x{Xyg(a)f(Xa)}. We could take any odd integer

y if n = 2. We have chosen y = 1, the smallest odd positive integer, because

this choice minimizes the order of the derivative in formula (16). There is a

trade-off between increasing y, which enhances the sharpness of the disconti-

nuity surfaces, and at the same time increases the degree of ill-posedness of the
problem, since the larger y is, the higher order derivative in formula (15) will

appear.

We will prove that   WF(f) — WF(\p).   This implies that singsupp y/ —
singsupp /.

Lemma 1. If (13) holds, then WF(f) = WF(y/). In particular, singsupp/=
singsupp y.

Proof. We have ¡Fy = Xyg(a)5Ff. Thus f h-> y/ is a pseudodifferential oper-

ator (pdo) with the symbol Xyg(a), a £ Sn~x . If (13) holds, then the operator

/ -» Sr~x{g(a)^~f} := Bf is an elliptic pdo of order zero (modulo a smooth-

ing operator), so WF(f) = WF(Bf), where WF(f) is the wave front of

f(x) [13, p. 254]. The operator / -* ^~x(XySrf) := Af can be written as a
composition of two operators each of which preserves WF(f). This argument

is valid for any positive integer n and any integer y. However, the operator

A will be local only if n + y is odd. For example, if n = 2 and y — 1,

then Af - (-A)Tf, Tf := const /R2 \xylyy\ , where A is the Laplacian. In

general, Af = (-A)mTf, where m is an integer. The elliptic operator -A

preserves the wave front: WF(-Af) = WF(f). The operator T preserves

WF(f). Indeed, the symbol of F is p(¿¡) — c\£,\~{, c ^ 0 is a constant; write

Pit) = Pi(t)+Pi(Z),P2 := P-Pi,Pi(Z) ■= <7(|í|), where G(X) = cX~x if
X > I, and </(;) > Cj > 0 if 0 < A < 1, G(X) £ C°°([0, oo)). There-
fore the function px(¿¡)  is the symbol of an elliptic pdo Tx  which preserves
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the wave front sets [13]. The function p2(t) has compact support, is inte-

grable, and therefore it is the symbol of an infinitely smoothing pdo. Thus

WF(Tf) = WF(Txf) = WF(f) as claimed. Since singsupp/ is the natural
projection of WF(f) onto R" , the last conclusion of the lemma follows.   D

Insection V an elementary proof of the relation WF(f) = WF(Af) is given.

IV. Applications

Formula (15) yields a function whose singular support is the same as that of

f(x) (because WFip(x) = WFf(x)). Function (15) can be calculated from

the data /(a, p) by means of local (with respect to p ) operators: differen-

tiation with respect to p and weighted averaging with respect to a. In this

sense one calls (15) a "local tomography" formula. In order to find the singular

support of f(x), given /(a, p), one calculates y/(x) by formula (15), and the

singsupp y/ = singsupp / .

One can use the choice of g (a) to optimize the formula in some sense (for

example, to improve the resolution ability of the method for finding singularities

of f(x), based on formula (15)).

V. AN ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THE RELATION   WF(f) - WF(Af)

The purpose of this section is to derive the above relation without using

the results from the theory of pdo. The definition of the wave front of /,

WF(f), can be found in many books, e.g. in [13]. For convenience of the

reader, we recall this definition. Let D be a domain in R" , x, t¡ are vectors in

R", |¿;| > 0, U is a (small) neighborhood of the point x , e > 0 is sufficiently

small, x° := x/|x|. The WF(f) is a subset in Dx (R" \0) and we now define

the complement to WF(f). We say that the point (x ,t¡o) does not belong to

WF(f) if there exists a function <j> e Q^i/), tj>(x) = 1 such that \v(¿¡)\ <

cN(l + IcJI2)-* for all N > 0 and ¿;, and |<$ -¿;0| < e , where w({) := F(<f>f).

Let / 6 L2(Ba), (x0, to) ? WF(f),-n < y. Let us prove that (x0, ¿j0) £
WF(Af). The converse is proved similarly. Let K be a cone with vertex at

the origin and 4> £ C^(UXli) be a function such that \^(^f)\ < cN(l + \t\N)~x
(*) for all N > 0 and c¡ £ K, tf> = I in U, a neighborhood of Xo , U c UXo.
By Cjv and by c we denote below various constants. Let Kx c K be a cone
with vertex at the origin, the same axis of symmetry as that of K and half of

the opening of K, n £ ^(U^), n = 1 in Ux c U, Xo £ Ux . We want to

prove that W(nAf)\ < cN(l + \t\N)-x for all N > 0,t £ Kx (**). Since
Af = A[<j)f] + A[(l - 4>)f] and ^[(1 - </>)/] := h £ C°°(UX), it is sufficient to
prove (**) with <f>f in place of /. One has

q(i) :=^[r,A(<ßf)] = /í({-{')H>(0<«', / := / ,
J J Jr"

where y/(t) := ^((pf) satisfies (*) and f(f) := Fn. Let ¿j £ Kx, ¿;' £
W\K. Then c|¿;| < |{-í'|, c|f'| < \t - {'|, c> 0. Note that |y(f)| <
c   V¿; £ R" . Using the fact that |Ç(c;)| decays faster than any power of |¿;|, one
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gets:

\q(t)\ <Cn I \t'\y(l + |í- Z'\N)-\\ + |<f|"+«+'^)-> df
Jk

+ cN [    \t'\yMt'W + \t- z\N+n+x+y)-x df
Jk«\k

<cN(i + \t\Nrx+cN í  (í + ií'r'r'íi+ic-í'rr1«'
Jr"\k

<cN(l + \t\N)~x.

The proof is complete. It is well known that the relation WF(f) = WF(Af)

implies the relation singsupp / = singsupp(^/), which is of interest for us.

VI. Duality law

Let us formulate a duality law (see also [4], [14]) which describes the singular

support sets S of f(x) and S of /. Let x„ = g(x'), x' :— (xi,..., x„-\)

be the local equation of S, and q = h(ß), ß £ R"_1 be the local equation

of S (see [4]-[6]). It is proved in [4]-[6] that g = Lh and h = Lg, where
L is the Legendre transform. Let 0 = ß • x' - q - x„ (*) be the equation of

the plane tangent to S. If q = h(ß), where h(ß) is so chosen, that (*) is a

family of tangent planes to S, then the envelope of this family is 5 and ß is the

parameter of the family. Consider (*) as a family of the planes tangent to S, x'

being the parameter, x„ = g(x'). This is possible because: (i) ß • x' - q - x„ is

a linear function of ß and q , (ii) the values ß and q in equation (*) belong

to S by the assumption, and (iii) (x', -1) is the normal to S at the point
(ß, q), where ß, q are the parameters from equation (*). Only the last claim

needs a proof. The normal in (iii) is (V/z, -1 ), and V« — x' by the property

of the envelope of the family of the tangent to S planes, which is given by

the planes (*) with q = h(ß). Thus if (x', g(x')) is a point on S at which

the plane (*) is tangent to S, then (iii) holds. Using the classical methods for

calculating the envelopes, one gets the relations g = Lh, h = Lg and concludes

that both S and and 5 are the envelopes of the family of planes (*), ß is

the parameter when 5 is the envelope, and x' is the parameter when S is the

envelope, x„ = g(x') is the equation of S and q - h(ß) is the equation of S

in the local coordinates. This is the duality law we wanted to formulate (see also

[4], [14]). A more traditional form of the equation of the tangent plane to 5 is

a- x = p (**). If one takes p = p(a) in (**) so that (**) becomes a family

of the planes, tangent to S, parametrized by «-dimensional vector a, then the

envelope of this family is S, and the equation p = p(a) is the equation of

S. If S is a variety in R" , then the set of points (a, p) such that the planes

a • x = p are tangent to S is called the dual variety to S. The results of this

section can be summarized as follows.

Proposition. The discontinuity surfaces S of f(x) and the discontinuity surfaces

S of f are dual varieties whose local equations are related via the Legendre

transform, which is an involution.
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